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ABSTRACT 

Experiment on fluidization of mixture of alumina particles (ρs = 3810 kg/m3) with a wide particle size 

distribution has been conducted using a cylindrical apparatus (permeameter) of inside diameter 55 mm. Multiphase 

computational fluid dynamics (CFD) has become an alternative method to experimental investigation for predicting 

the fluid dynamics in gas-solid fluidized bed. CFD modeling and simulation have been performed at the minimum 

fluidizing velocity taking particle size distribution into account. The error between experimental and predicted bed 

length or pressure gradient at minimum fluidizing velocity is quite reasonable. Distributions of different parameters 

like solids volume fraction and gas/solids velocity over the circular cross-sectional plane and mid-rectangular plane 

have been studied. Simulation with uni-sized particles under-predicts the bed height and over-predicts the pressure 

gradient along the bed compared to the simulation with multi-sized particles.  

KEY WORDS: Fluidization, Pressure drop, Solids volume fraction, Particle size distribution, Minimum fluidization 

velocity. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Gas-solid flow occurs in many industrial operations such as drying, separation, adsorption, pneumatic 

conveying, fluidization, filtration, etc. Fluidization is the process by which a fluid (either gas or liquid) ascends 

through a bed of particles and these particles attain a velocity of minimum fluidization which is just sufficient to 

keep in suspension. Currently, CFD methods are widely used to study the complex behaviour due to gas-solid 

(hydrodynamic) and solid-solid (collisional) interactions. In this model of fluidization, particle size distribution has 

been considered as a parameter. The main objective is to model and simulate for predicting the bed expansion. 

Most of the researchers have not considered the particle size distribution as a parameter in their CFD models 

of fluidization (Wachem, 2001; Taghipour, 2005; Zhang, 2005). Few researchers have implemented the particle size 

distribution parameter into the models. Mathiesen (2000), performed CFD simulation for a circulating fluidized bed 

with two different particle size distribution. Behera (2013), applied particle size distribution criteria in CFD to predict 

the pressure drop in pneumatic conveying. Sharma and Pugsley (2007), used CFD to model ozone decomposition in 

2D fluidized bed of 2m length and 0.1m width. They conducted simulation considering mono-size, bimodal and wide 

catalyst particle size distribution. Feng and Yu (2009), used DEM-CFD for studying the mixing and segregation 

process in a gas fluidized bed with bi-sized particle mixtures. Hamzehei (2010), applied a multi-fluid Eulerian model 

incorporating kinetic theory for solid particles to simulate the unsteady state behavior of fluidized bed reactor.  

2. EXPERIMENTAL WORK 

Figure.1, shows the schematic diagram of experimental setup for fluidization. The experimental setup 

consists of a cylindrical chamber of height 1 m and diameter 55 mm. The compressed air from an air mover or 

compressor passes through a number of rotameters before it is passed through the plenum chamber. From the plenum 

chamber the air passes through a porous membrane to fluidize the bed of material. Two ends of differential pressure 

transducer is connected to the plenum chamber and the cylinder for measuring the pressure drop or pressure gradient. 

The ends of transducers are connected to a data acquisition system in order to convert the voltage data into pressure 

data and for displaying the voltage data. Height of the initial bed of alumina inside the cylinder is 0.19 m. The 

alumina considered for the experiment is a mixture of different sizes of mean particle diameter (table.1). The particle 

density and the bulk density of alumina are 3810 kg/m3 and 988 kg/m3 respectively.  

 
Figure.1. Schematic diagram of experimental setup for fluidization 

Experiment was conducted with gradually increasing air flows. The air flow rate at regular intervals and the 

corresponding pressure drop were recorded. The air flow rate is increased beyond certain limit of the bed when it 

reaches the minimum fluidization condition. Figure.2, shows the plot between pressure gradient and superficial gas 
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velocity. The blue square points are the data points while increasing the air flow rate and the pink triangle points are 

the points while decreasing the flow rate. The point of minimum fluidization velocity (Vmf) has been shown by red 

dotted line.  

 
Figure.2. Fluidization curve for alumina 

Table.1. Mean particle sizes and individual volumetric percentages of the solids phases 

Solid phase Mean particle Diameter (µm) Volume (%) 

1 10 23.51 

2 30 30.36 

3 50 23.02 

4 61 23.11 

Mathematical model: A model for the fluidization of alumina powder in a vertical cylindrical bed has been 

developed using Euler-Euler approach. The model has been incorporated in a commercial software Fluent in Ansys 

15.0 which solves the equations numerically using a finite volume approach. In order to include the aspect of particle 

size distribution, the model has been implemented with continuity and momentum equations for individual gas or 

solids phases. These equations are written based on Eulerian multiphase model which considers both gas and solids 

phases as interpenetrating continua. The gas-solids and solids-solids drag force included in momentum equations 

which represents the interaction between the phases. The model uses Phase coupled Simple algorithm (Vasquez and 

Ivanov, 2000), for coupling pressure and velocity and this algorithm is an extension of Simple algorithm (Patankar, 

1980). Turbulence equations have been written using dispersed k-ϵ model. The present model includes many 

governing and constitutive equations which are presented here. 

The continuity equation for gas phase a is 

( ) .( ) 0a a a a au u
t
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Where, ua, ρa and εa are the velocity, density and volume fraction of gases respectively. Subscript a has been 

used for gases.
 

The continuity equation for each of the solids phases (i = 1 to n) is 
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Where, subscript i has been used for solids phases. 
The momentum equation for gas phase can be written as follows by including different terms due to existing 

forces such as gravity force, pressure force and drag force.  
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P, τ and g are the pressure, shear stress and acceleration due to gravity respectively. Kai is the fluid-solid 

exchange coefficient. 
Similarly, the momentum equation for each solids phase can be written as follows by including different 

terms due to existing forces such as gravity force, pressure force and drag force. One drag force term includes drag 

forces induced by gas phase on a particular solids phase.  
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Kiz is the solids-solids exchange coefficient and Pi is the solids pressure.  
Transport equation, which is derived from kinetic theory (Ding and Gidaspow, 1990) of each solids phase i 

can be written as given below. 

     
3
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                (5) 

Where, µ and ν are the absolute viscosity and bulk viscosity respectively. 
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Where, Θ and dpi are the granular temperature and mean particle diameter of the solidsphase.

 

For modeling the momentum transfer between gas and solids phase a parameter called gas-solids exchange 

coefficient (Kai) which combinely considers the effect of form drag and skin drag. Gidaspow (1992) model can be 

used, which employs the Wen and Yu (1966) model when 0.8a  and the Ergun (1952) model when 0.8a  .  

For modeling the particle-particle momentum transfer solids-solids drag coefficient (Kiz) between zth and ith 

solids phases can be calculated by using Syamlal (1987), correlation.  

Since dense phase is dominated by particle collisions, the probability of collisions between the particles in 

different solids phases should be taken into account. A correction factor called as radial distribution function can be 

considered which changes the probability of collisions when the flow becomes dense. Lebowitz (1964), model can 

be used for calculating the radial distribution function (g0,iz) for the particles in one solids phase to a particle in 

another solids phase. 

Grid Generation: A three-dimensional computational grid for a vertical cylinder (of length 0.8 m and diameter        

55 mm) has been created using Gambit software. The mesh consists of total 68750 number of hexahedral cells.  

Numerical simulation: The model is specified with a single primary phase (or gas phase) and four numbers of 

secondary phases (or solids phases). Solids phases have different mean particle diameters and initial solids volume 

fractions (table.1). Simulation of the model was performed using ANSYS software. ‘Phase Coupled SIMPLE’ is 

selected for pressure-velocity coupling. First order upwind discretization method is used for scalar parameters like 

momentum, volume fraction, turbulence kinetic energy, etc. First order implicit method is used for transient 

formulation. No-slip condition has been assumed at the pipe wall. Experimental data of inlet gas velocity at the inlet 

is used as inlet boundary conditions Initial solids volume fraction of the bed is calculated as the ratio of bulk density 

(ρbl = 988 kg/m3) to the particle density (ρs = 3810 kg/m3) of the alumina, which is equal to 0.259. But the initial 

solids volume fraction for each solids phase is calculated by multiplying the individual percentage volume for each 

solids phase presented in table 1. The initial solids velocity of all the solids phases at the inlet are set to zero. Velocity 

inlet boundary condition at the inlet and pressure outlet boundary condition at the outlet are set. The inlet and outlet 

pressure was set to zero gauge pressure.  

The simulation has also been conducted for a case of single particle diameter 37.11 μm (i.e. without 

considering the particle size distribution), for which there is no significant change in values of predicted parameters 

after 1.0 seconds.  

3. RESULTS 

Study of predicted parameters considering multi-sized particles: In the previous section, the three-dimensional 

CFD model has been simulated at minimum fluidizing condition (umf = 0.0522 m/s) for predicting certain flow 

parameters. In the following sub-sections, the variation of parameters such as static pressure, void fraction, solids 

volume fraction for each solids phase and gas/solids velocity within the model have been studied. 

 
Figure.3. Void fraction contour plot (on mid-plane) at the minimum fluidizing condition 

The void fraction contour plot on the mid-plane at the minimum fluidizing velocity has been shown in 

figure.3. It shows that at this minimum fluidizing velocity, the particles can reach up to a certain height and above a 

particular height there is only air. This indicates that the bed expands up to certain height. The predicted bed height 

at the minimum fluidizing velocity from the simulation is 0.36 m and the experimentally calculated bed height at the 

minimum fluidizing condition is 0.38 m. So the percentage error between the calculated and the predicted bed height 

is about 5.5 %. 

Static Pressure distribution at the mid-plane: Figure.4, shows the static pressure contour plot on the mid-plane at 

the minimum fluidization velocity. Static pressure at the inlet is 1850 Pa and at the outlet is 0 Pa. So the pressure 

drop through the bed is 1850 Pa. From the simulation, the approximate height of the bed is found to be 0.36 m. So 

the predicted pressure drop per unit length or pressure gradient becomes 5139 N/m3. But the calculated or 
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experimental pressure gradient is 5313 N/m3. So the percentage error between the calculated and the predicted 

pressure gradient is about 3.3 %.  

  
Figure.4. Static pressure contour plot (on mid-

plane) at the minimum fluidizing condition 

Figure.5. Void fraction contour plots on circular 

cross-sections 
Figure.5, shows the void fraction contour plots on different circular cross-sections located at distances (y = 

0.0, 0.1m, …., 0.6 m) calculated from the inlet of the model and also on the mid-rectangular plane. Void fraction of 

the bed increases as we move from bottom to top of bed. This also suggests that the bed height ends in between 0.3 

and 0.4 m.  

  
Figure.6. Solids Volume fraction (solids phase 1) contour plots Figure.7. Solids Volume fraction (solids 

phase 2) contour plots 

Solids Volume fraction (solids phase 1) distribution: The solids volume fraction of solid phase 1 at different 

locations along the bed height is shown in figure.6. Average solids volume fraction of these particles increase from 

top to bottom of the bed. Maximum solids volume fraction occurs from 0 to 0.15 m Low solids volume fraction occur 

on the top of bed. 

Solids Volume fraction (solids phase 2) distribution: The solids volume fraction of solid phase 2 at different 

locations along the bed height is shown in figure.7. These 30 μm particles occur only approximately up to a distance 

slightly higher than 0.25 m from the inlet. The average solids volume fraction remains constant along the height of 

the bed, but maximum solids volume fraction occurs on top of bed. 

 
Figure.8. Solids Volume fraction (solids phase 3) contour plots 

The contour plots of solids volume fraction of solids phase 3 at different locations along the bed height and 

on the mid-rectangular plane have been presented in figure 8. These 50 μm particles occur only approximately up to 

a height in between 0.2 to 0.3 m of the bed height. The average solids volume fraction is approximately remains 

constant along the height of the bed.  

Solids Volume fraction (solids phase 4) distribution: Figure.9, shows the contour plots of solids volume fraction 

of solid phase 3 at different locations along the bed height and on the mid-rectangular plane. These 61 μm particles 

occupy only up to a height of approximately in between 0.2 to 0.3 m in the bed. The average solids volume fraction 

remains constant along the height of bed. So from figures.6 to 9, it is observed that the smaller particles can move to 

a greater height as compared to larger particles.  
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Figure.9. Solids Volume fraction (solids phase 4) contour plots 

Velocity distribution at mid-plane: Experimental minimum fluidization condition occurs at the superficial gas 

velocity of 0.0522 m/s. Simulation showed that, when the air exits the bed its velocity is reduced. Solids phase 1    

(10 μm) contour shows that the small particles exist up to a larger height inside the bed than other solids phases. This 

indicates that smaller particles are easily carried away by the gas flow. The contours also show that smaller particle 

move with higher velocity as compared to larger particles. This shows that larger particles are more likely to slip 

with the flow of air as compared fine particles.  

Study of predicted parameters at minimum fluidization condition: In this section the parameters have been 

predicted by simulation considering uni-sized particles. 

Solids volume fraction distribution at mid-plane: The solids volume fraction contour plot has been presented in 

figure.10. The predicted bed height is found to be 0.23 m. So the bed only expands by 0.04 m only. The bed height 

predicted from the simulation considering uni-sized particles is comparatively less than that predicted considering 

multi-sized particles.  

  
Figure.10. Solids volume fraction contour Figure.11. Gas Velocity contour 

Velocity distribution of gas phase at mid-plane: Figure.11, shows that the magnitude of maximum gas velocity is 

0.471 m/s. But from simulation of multi-sized particles, the magnitude of maximum gas velocity is 0.492 m/s. 

Static pressure distribution at mid-plane: The maximum pressure is 1970 Pa, which is comparatively higher than 

the maximum pressure predicted 1850 Pa from the simulation with multi-sized particles. Also the magnitude of 

pressure gradient is 8565 N/m3, which is comparatively much high as compared to the predicted magnitude of 5139 

N/m3 from the simulation with multi-sized particles. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

From the simulation considering multi-sized particles, it has been found that the error of predicting the bed 

height at minimum fluidizing velocity in comparison to experimental bed height is 5.5 % and error predicting the 

pressure gradient along the bed is 3.3 %. The solids volume fraction distributions for different solids phases have 

been analyzed at different locations along the bed and on the mid-rectangular plane of the bed. It is observed that 

smaller particles reach to a greater height inside the bed as compared to larger particles. Simulation has also been 

conducted considering uni-sized particles with mean particle diameter 37.11 μm. From the simulation with uni-sized 

particles, the predicted bed height is quite less and the predicted pressure gradient is too high as compared with the 

case of multi-sized particles. 
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